
Jamf Now Features:

Retail solutions 
with Jamf Now

LOST MODE

Devices show a lock screen 
message, are disabled and 
show their location.

SINGLE APP MODE

Lock a device into a single 
app to focus on a specific 
purpose.

APP UPGRADE/DEPLOYMENT

Update/deploy apps from 
a central location to enable 
your team.

Technology unifies digital and physical customer experiences 

The retail industry is undergoing an “accelerated” period of digital transformation. 
With evolving competition, saturation of retail options and buyer’s preferences toward 
online shopping, the customer experience has become an even greater priority. 
In Jamf’s third-party commissioned, independent study – results showed that the vast 
majority of retailers had invested in technology. 

Inventory planning and management, point of sale, personalizing customer 
experience, employee productivity, and implementing promotions only scratch the 
surface of how retail stores are using mobile devices on a daily basis. Each of these 
uses are able to contribute to the success of any retailer, but it can open a store up 
to security threats. From company and client data being stolen to physical device 
theft, security must be considered and Jamf Now can help. With Jamf Now, keeping 
devices up to date, tracking devices if they go missing, and customizing the device for 
its usage is simple – all while not having to manually hold the device. 

APP USAGE

Ability to choose which 
apps are available, hidden, 
or removed to focus usage 
beyond a single app.

OS UPDATES

Update a single device 
or push OS updates to all 
devices ensuring they are 
up-to-date and secure.

https://resources.jamf.com/documents/books/technology-in-retail.pdf


Sound familiar? We can help!

When it comes to security, every business case is slightly different. Finding what works best 
for your organization should be a combination of best practices and a plan that fits your team’s 
needs and device usage.

Are you ready? 

See why small and medium sized businesses in retail are trusting Jamf Now to secure and protect 
their Apple devices. Sign up now and enroll your first 3 devices for free.
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See how you too can achieve success by trying Jamf Now Sign up now.

Problem Jamf Now solution

POS and inventory management 
apps needing deployment 
and updating

From point of sale apps to catalogue apps, accounting apps, 
inventory management, employee scheduling and more – there 
are a lot to of apps to stay on top of. Update with the click of 
a button and manage them all from one location with Jamf Now.

Hectic storefronts
Devices damaged or lost

With hectic storefronts and shift changes, devices change hands 
a lot and may go missing. Lost Mode offers you security from 
a central location. Log in, put your device in a locked state, track 
it down and simply enter the password to get back to work.

Devices needed for specific 
purposes – Kiosks or POS

Devices with specific purposes like point of sale behind 
the counter or kiosks on the sales floor can be locked into 
the app they need. Using Single App Mode can raise security 
and restrict access to the rest of the device. 

Multipurpose, customer facing 
devices needing security

Some devices need access to two apps and Single App Mode 
won’t work but you don’t want free reign to everything. 
Using App Usage, customize your device to only show the apps 
you want to show and hide the rest. 

Out of date 
devices

Out of date devices are a security threat that is easily avoided 
with MDM and Jamf Now. Make sure every device is on the 
most recent operating system or push updates to them from 
a central location when devices are at different sites.   

Get Started

https://signup.jamfnow.com/
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